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Real estate is enjoying a cicada-like resurgence as tenancy-in-common
deals - or TICs - are making a big noise as investments for individual
players.
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Real estate has
achieved
legitimacy as an
investment that it
has never before
enjoyed because
publicly traded
real estate
investment trusts
have performed
well over the past
decade. Now two
new types of deal
structures, TICs
and non-listed
REITs, have enabled passive investors to provide even more dollars to the
industry.
These new sources of capital have provided more dollars than there are
available deals.
Attracting money

With today's investment climate - in which the corner bank offers meager
returns and the stock market moves sideways - it's no wonder activity in
TICs has more than doubled in the past two years, hitting $850 million in
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2003, according to a recent TIC Real Estate Symposium in Salt Lake City.
The symposium noted that most of last year's capital came though four
sponsors: Inland Real Estate Exchange Corp.; NNN Lease Properties;
Passco Real Estate Enterprises; and Wells Real Estate Funds.
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But new firms are rapidly entering the game. A January article in Retail
Traffic magazine says more than 30 firms are now playing in this space
nationwide.

» Find out how

REITs that are publicly registered but not listed on a stock exchange are
raising even more funds. According to the Direct Investments Spectrum
newsletter, eight sponsors of non-listed REITs have raised $2.5 billion
during the first four months of this year, after raising $7 billion in 2003.

Sales Power

Both TICs and REITs have been active acquirers in the Columbus market
place, as developers profitably take advantage of their appetite for
product.
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The economics behind these new structures call for caution among
investors and broader education within the industry, lest we experience
recurring embarrassment generated by the partnership syndication of the
'80s. Such an embarrassment could tarnish the real estate industry - and
cause it to lapse into another 17 years of figurative underground silence soon after Wall Street investment has finally invited the real estate
industry to sit at the adult table rather than with the kids.
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There are several conflicts of interest between the sponsors of these deals
and investors that the investors should evaluate. Many of the same
principles, risks, conflicts of interest, etc., that apply to TICs also are
relevant to non-listed REITs.
How they work

In a TIC structure, investors pool their money to buy a property in order to
receive a stream of annual payments, like a bond. (An investor can also
use the proceeds from a recent sale of real estate and execute a Section
1031 like-kind exchange, which defers the tax on any capital gains
generated on the sale of a previously owned property.) For example, a
typical TIC arrangement would have an investor put down at least $50,000
for the right to receive an annual return, such as 7 percent for 10 years.
The investor also hopes to receive the return of the original investment at
the end of the term, assuming the property's value did not decline and it
can be sold.
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